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Results

Background
• Risk and benefit sensitivity have been studied in medical decision
making for many years, including in choices involving treatment
recommendation across the public (1, 2, 3). Though with
neuromodulation technologies rapidly emerging, little is known about
how individual differences in risk and benefit sensitivity influence
neuroethical choices such as when to administer treatments.

Figure B: Inter-domain stability

• Drawing from prospect theory (4), we test the tendency of individuals to
weigh losses (risks) more heavily than gains (benefits) to examine the
influence of risk and benefit sensitivity on the public’s choices to
recommend treating cognition with hypothetical neuromodulation
technologies.

Figure C: Difference between risks and benefits

Figure D: Curvilinear weighting of risks and benefits
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Figure A: Neuroethical judgment paradigm
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• We expected the participants would be more sensitive to risks of losses
than potential gains, would nonlinearly weigh probabilities when
assessing treatments and be more risk-sensitive when evaluating
technologies that influenced cognitive functions like mood, self-control,
and long-term memory.
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Conclusions
This study suggests that judgment tasks can be adapted to study psychological neuroethical choices. We
found unexpected inter-domain stability in risk and benefit sensitivity across cognitive dysfunctions (see Figure
B). Per prospect theory, the relatively higher weight placed on benefits (see Figure C) might be due to
reference points being set by cognitive deficits rather than a normal baseline. Lastly, as predicted by prospect
theory we did find some evidence that participants made choices using nonlinear weighting of the probabilities
for risks and benefits (see Figure D).
We administered a neuroethical judgment paradigms (see Figure A) to 425 participants
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